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Abstract
We introduce an analog of the notion of a Yetter–Drinfeld module over a crossed group
coalgebra H and we prove that both the category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules over H and the
center of the category of representations of H as well as the category of representations of the
quantum double of H are isomorphic as braided crossed categories.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 81R50; 16W30; 57R56
0. Introduction
Turaev [24,25] generalized quantum invariants of 3-manifold to the case of a 3-
manifold M endowed with a homotopy class of maps M → K(; 1), where  is a
group (see also [14] and [27]). Crossed categories based on a group , that is monoidal
categories in Freyd–Yetter categories of crossed -sets [6,7], play a key role in the
construction of these homotopy invariants. Particularly important in this context is the
case of categories of representations of crossed -coalgebra [24]. Roughly speaking,
a -coalgebra H is a family {H}∈ of algebras endowed with a comultiplication
; :H → H ⊗ H, a counit 	 :— → H1, and an antipode s :H → H−1 . It is
required that H satisAes axioms that generalize those of a Hopf algebra. It is also
required that H is endowed with a family of algebra isomorphisms ’ = ’ :H →
H−1 , the conjugation, compatible with the above structures and such that ’ =
’ ◦ ’. In particular, when = 1, we recover the usual deAnition of a Hopf algebra.
If H is a group coalgebra, then the disjoint union Rep(H) =
∐
∈ Rep(H) of the
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categories of representations Rep(H)=Rep(H) is a crossed category. Quasitriangular
[3] and ribbon [18] structures have an analog in the crossed case [24]. In particular,
the quasitriangular structure is essential in the construction of homotopy invariants.
In [28] we provide an analog of the Drinfeld quantum double [3] and of the ribbon
extension [18], that is we show how to obtain a quasitriangular and a ribbon group
coalgebra starting from any Anite-type group coalgebra. In this article we focus our
attention on the corresponding categorical constructions and the relations between these
and the algebraic constructions.
Starting form any tensor category C, Joyal and Street [11] constructed a braided
tensor category Z(C), the center of C. This construction was extended by Street [21]
to the case of any tensor object in a 2-category V. If E is the category of crossed
-sets, then for any tensor object in Cat(E), i.e. for any crossed -category C, Street
construction provides a braided monoidal object [2], that is a braided crossed -category
Z(C). We consider the special case of crossed -categories of representations Rep(H)
of a group coalgebra H and we discuss the relation between the center of Rep(H) and
the quantum double of H (introduced by the author in [28]).
We introduce the notion of a Yetter–Drinfeld module over a group coalgebra H ,
or, brieHy, a YD-module, as a module V over a component H of H endowed with a
family of —-linear morphisms  :V → V ⊗H (for any ∈ ) satisfying axioms that
generalize the usual deAnition of a Yetter–Drinfeld module over a Hopf algebra. The
following theorems are our main result.
Theorems 4.1 and 6.1. Let H be a group coalgebra of 4nite type. Then, we have the
isomorphisms of braided crossed categories
Z(Rep(H)) = YD(H) = Rep( ID(H));
where YD (H) is the category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules over H and ID(H) is the
mirror of the quantum double D(H).
We can describe Theorems 4.1 and 6.1 with the following commutative diagram
The last part of the article is devoted to the study of the ribbon case. This generalizes
in the crossed case the results in [20] and [13].
We observe that Street [20] proved that, starting from any (not necessarily Anite-
dimensional) Hopf algebra H , we can construct, via Tannaka Theory, a coquasitrian-
gular Hopf algebra D∗(H) such that, when H is Anite-dimensional, D∗(H)=(D(H))∗.
It is not diJcult to generalize Tannaka Theory to the crossed case (following, for
instance, Joyal and Street [9]) and then to generalize the results in [20] following step
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by step Street’s proofs. This approach is not described here for reasons of space. We
reserve to provide the details in a section of a forthcoming article.
1. Tensor categories
To Ax our notations, let us recall some basic deAnitions. A tensor category C =
(C;⊗; a; l; r) (see [16]) is a category C endowed with a functor ⊗ :C × C → C
(the tensor product), an object I∈C (the tensor unit) and natural isomorphisms a =
aU;V;W : (U ⊗V )⊗W → U ⊗ (V ⊗W ) for all U; V;W ∈C (the associativity constraint)
and l= lU : I⊗ U → U , r = rU :U ⊗ I → U , for any U ∈C (the left unit constraint
and the right unit constraint, respectively) such that, for all U; V;W; X ∈C, the two
identities aU;V;W⊗X ◦ aU⊗V;W;X = (U ⊗ aV;W;X ) ◦ aU;V⊗W;X ◦ (aU;V;W ⊗ X ) (called the
associativity pentagon) and (U⊗lV )◦(rU ⊗V )=aU;I;V are satisAed. A tensor category
C is strict when all the constraints are identities.
Dualities: Let C be a tensor category. For simplicity, allowed by Mac Lane coher-
ence theorem [15], we suppose that C is strict. Given U; V ∈C, a pairing between
V and U is an arrow d :V ⊗ U → I: in C. If, for any arrow f :X → U ⊗ Y
in C, we set d](f) = (V ⊗ X V⊗f−→V ⊗ U ⊗ Y d⊗Y−→Y ), then we obtain an application
d] :C(X;U ⊗ Y )→ C(V ⊗ X; Y ). The pairing d is exact when d] is bijective for any
X; Y ∈C, i.e. if we have an adjunction of functors V ⊗ U ⊗ . It follows that d is
exact if and only if there exists a map b : I→ U ⊗ V (that is, b= (d])−1(IdV )) such
that the relations (called adjunction triangles or duality relations) (U⊗d)◦(b⊗U )=U
and (d⊗V )◦(V ⊗b)=V hold. When the pairing is exact, we say that the pair (b; d) is
an adjunction or a duality between V and U . We also say that V is left adjoint or left
dual to U , that U is right adjoint or right dual to V , and we write (b; d) :V U .
We call b the unit and d the counit of the adjunction.
Given two adjunctions (b1; d1) :V1 U1 and (b2; d2) :V2 U2 in C, we have
a bijection (∧) :C(V1; V2) → C(U2; U1) with inverse (∨) :C(U2; U1) → C(V1; V2), ob-
tained by setting, for any f∈C(V1; V2) and g∈C(U2; U1), gˆ=(V2⊗b1)◦(V2⊗g⊗V1)◦
(d2⊗V1), and Of=(b2⊗U1)◦(U2⊗f⊗U1)◦(U2⊗d1). When g= Of we write f g. We
say that C is left (respectively, right) autonomous when any object has a left (respec-
tively, right) dual. We say that C is autonomous if it is both left and right autonomous.
2. Crossed group categories
Let  be a group. A crossed category C (over ) is given by the following data.
• A tensor category C.
• A family of subcategories {C}∈ such that C is disjoint union of this family and
that U ⊗ V ∈C, for any ; ∈ , U ∈C, and V ∈C.
• A group homomorphism ’ :  → aut(C) :  
→ ’, the conjugation, (where aut(C)
is the group of invertible strict tensor functors from C to itself) such that ’(C) =
C−1 for any ; ∈ .
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Given ∈ , the subcategory C is called the th component of C while the functors
’ are called conjugation isomorphisms. C is called strict when it is strict as a tensor
category. When = 1, then C is nothing but a tensor category.
Remark 2.1. Let us recall the deAnition of the category of crossed -sets [6,7,11] (see
also [2, Example 9]). A -set is a set X together with a left action ×X : (; x) 
→ x
such that ()x = (x) 1x = x for all ; ∈ , and x∈X . A crossed -set is a -set
X together with a function | · | :X →  such that |x| = |x|−1, for all ∈  and
x∈X . A morphism of crossed -sets f :X → Y is a function such that f(x)= f(x)
and |f(x)|= |x|, for all ∈  and x∈X . The category E of crossed -sets is a tensor
category with the Cartesian product of -sets X ⊗ Y and by setting |(x; y)| = |x| |y|,
for all x∈X and y∈Y . Moreover E is braided with cX;Y (x; y)= (|x|y; x), for all x∈X
and y∈Y . Finally E is balanced with X (x) = |x|x for all x∈X .
Crossed -categories are nothing but monoidal objects in the 2-category Cat(E) of
categories in E (the 2-category of objects in E introduced by Ehresmann [4,5] are
discussed, for instance, in [1]). In particular, the deAnitions of braided (balanced etc.)
crossed -category provided below agree with the general deAnitions provided in [11]
and [2].
Left index notation: Given ∈  and an object V ∈C, the functor ’ will be
denoted by V (·), as in [25], or even by  (·). We introduce the notation IV (·) for −1 (·).
Since V (·) is a functor, for any object U ∈C and for any couple of composable arrows
· f→ · g→· in C, we obtain V IdU = IdVU and V (g ◦f) = V g ◦ Vf. Since the conjugation
’ : → aut(C) is a group homomorphism, for any V;W ∈C, we have V⊗W (·)=V (W (·))
and I (·) = V ( IV (·)) = IV (V (·)) = IdC. Since, for any V ∈C, the functor V (·) is strict, we
have V (f ⊗ g) = Vf ⊗ V g, for any arrow f and g in C, and V I= I.
Adjunctions in a crossed category: A left autonomous crossed category C=(C; (·)∗)
is a crossed category C endowed with a choice of left dualities (·)∗ satisfying the
following two conditions.
• If U is an object in C (with ∈ ), then U ∗ is an object in C−1 .
• The conjugation preserve the chosen dualities, i.e. ’(bU ) = b’(U ) and ’(dU ) =
d’(U ) for any ∈  and U ∈C.
Similarly, it is possible to introduce the notion of a right autonomous crossed category.
An autonomous crossed category is a crossed category that is both left and right
autonomous.
Stable left duals: Let C be a crossed category and let U ∈C (with ∈ ) be an
object endowed with an adjunction (bU ; dU ) :U ∗ U . We say that (bU ; dU ) is a
stable adjunction and U ∗ a stable left dual of U when, for any ∈  that commutes
with , if ’(U )=U then (’(bU ); ’(dU ))=(bU ; dU ). If we set  (U )={’(U )}∈;
then, given V ∈ (U ) and ∈  such that V = ’(U ), the stable adjunction (bU ; dU )
gives rise to a stable adjunction (’(bU ); ’(dU )) :’(U ∗) V that does not depend
on .
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Lemma 2.2. A crossed category C admits the structure of a left autonomous crossed
category if and only if, for any U ∈C, there exists an object U0 ∈ (U ) endowed
with a stable adjunction (b0; d0) :U ∗0 U0.
Remark 2.3. The terminology concerning a category with dualities is not completely
Axed. In particular, while some authors [8] only require that any object V in a left
autonomous category admits an exact pairing, others [12,23] also require the choice
of a pairing, i.e. they consider a Axed adjunction for any object of the category. To
be coherent with the deAnition in [25], we choose the second convention. This will
also be useful in the second part of the article, since the considered categories will be
endowed with a natural choice of stable dualities.
Braiding: A braiding of a crossed category C is a family of isomorphisms
c = {cU;V ∈C(U ⊗ V; (UV )⊗ U )}U;V∈C
satisfying the following conditions.
• For any arrow f∈C(U;U ′) (with ∈ ), g∈C(V; V ′), we have
((g)⊗ f) ◦ cU;V = cU ′ ;V ′ ◦ (f ⊗ g): (1a)
• For any U; V;W ∈C, we have
cU⊗V;W = aU⊗VW;U;V ◦ (cU;VW ⊗ V ) ◦ a−1U;VW;V ◦ (U ⊗ cV;W ) (1b)
and
cU;V⊗W = a−1U⊗VW;U;V ◦ ((UV )⊗ cU;W ) ◦ aUV;U;W ◦ (cU;V ⊗W ) ◦ a−1U;V;W : (1c)
• For any U; V ∈C and ∈ , we have
’(cU;V ) = c’(U );’(V ): (1d)
A crossed category endowed with a braiding is called a braided crossed category. In
particular, when  = 1, we recover the usual deAnition of a braided tensor category
[11].
The morphism !: Let U be an object in a braided crossed category C endowed
with a left dual U ∗ via an adjunction (bU ; dU ). We set
!U = (dU⊗UU∗ ⊗ U ) ◦ ((U⊗UU ∗)⊗ c˜UU;U⊗UU )
◦((cUU;UU∗ ◦ bUU )⊗ U⊗UU ): (2)
Lemma 2.4. !U is independent of the choice of the stable left adjunction of U .
Since the proof is relatively long, it is omitted.
Twist: A twist for a braided crossed category C is a family of isomorphisms
= {U :U → UU}U∈C
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satisfying the following conditions.
•  is natural, i.e. for any f∈C(U; V ) (with ∈ ),
V ◦ f = (f) ◦ U : (3a)
• For any U ∈C and V ∈C (with ; ∈ ),
U⊗V = cU⊗V V;UU ◦ cUU;V V ◦ (U ⊗ V ): (3b)
• For any U ∈C and ∈ ,
’(U ) = ’(U ): (3c)
A braided crossed category endowed with a twist is called a balanced crossed category.
In particular, for  = 1 we recover the usual deAnition of a balanced tensor category
[11].
A ribbon crossed category C is a balanced crossed category that is also a left
autonomous crossed category such that for any U ∈C (with ∈ ),
((UU )⊗ UU∗) ◦ bUU = (U ⊗ U ∗) ◦ bU : (4)
For  = 1 we recover the usual deAnition of a ribbon category [18,23] also called
tortile tensor category [10,11,19].
Mirror crossed category: Let C be crossed category. The mirror C of a crossed
category C (see [25] and the description of the corresponding algebraic notion of
mirror group coalgebra below) is the crossed category deAned as follows.
• For any ∈ , we set C = C−1 as a category. Therefore, as a category, C = C.
• The tensor product U I⊗V in C of U ∈C =C−1 and V ∈C =C−1 (with ; ∈ )
is given by U I⊗V = ’−1 (U ) ⊗ V ∈C. Given an arrow f in C and an arrow
g in C (with ; ∈ ), the tensor product f I⊗g of f and g in C is given by
f I⊗g= ’−1 (f)⊗ g.
• The associativity constraint is given by IaU;V;W =a’−1−1 (U );’−1 (V );W , for any U ∈C,
V ∈C, and W ∈C (with ; ; ∈ ).
• The left unit constraint and the right unit constraint are given by IlU=lU and IrU=rU ,
for any U ∈C.
• The conjugation is given by I’ = ’.
If C is left autonomous, then C is left autonomous by setting, for any U ∈C (with
∈ ), IbU = ’(bU ) and IdU = dU . When C is braided, C is braided via IcU;V =
(cV;U )−1, for any U; V ∈C. When C is balanced (respectively, ribbon), C is also
balanced (respectively, ribbon) via IU = (’(U ))
−1, for any U ∈C (with ∈ ). The
mirror construction is involutive, i.e. we have C = C.
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3. Crossed categories of representations
Group coalgebras: Let — be a commutative Aeld and let  be a group. A group
coalgebra H (over  and —) [25] is given by the following data.
• For any ∈ , an associative —-algebra H, called the th component of H . Its
multiplication is denoted by " :H⊗H → H and the unit is denoted # :—→ H,
with 1 = #(1).
• A family of algebra morphisms  = {; :H → H ⊗ H};∈, called
comultiplication, that is coassociative in the sense that, for any ; ; ∈ , we have
(H ⊗ ;) ◦ ; = (H ⊗ H) ◦ ;.
• An algebra morphism 	 :H1 → —, called counit, such that, for any ∈ , we have
(	⊗ H) ◦ 1;  = Id and (H ⊗ 	) ◦ ;1 = Id.
• A set of algebra isomorphisms ’ = {’ :H → H−1};∈, called conjugation.
When not strictly necessary, the upper index will be omitted. We require that ’
satisAes the following conditions.
◦ ’ is multiplicative, i.e., for any ; ∈ , we have ’ ◦ ’ = ’. It follows that,
for any ∈ , we have ’1 = IdH .
◦ ’ is compatible with , i.e, for any ; ; ∈ , we have (’ ⊗ ’) ◦ ; =
−1 ; −1 ◦ ’.
◦ ’ is compatible with 	, i.e., for any ∈ , we have 	= ’ ◦ 	.
• Finally, a set of —-linear morphisms s= {s :H → H−1}∈, called antipode, such
that, for any ∈ , we have " ◦(H⊗s−1 )◦;−1 =# ◦	=" ◦(s−1⊗H)◦−1 ; .
We say that H is of 4nite-type when any component H (with ∈ ) is a Anite-
dimensional —-vector space. We say that H is totally-4nite when dim—
⊕
∈ H ¡∞,
i.e. when H is of Anite-type and almost all its components are zero. It was proved in
[26] that the antipode of a Anite-type group coalgebra is always bijective. We observe
that the component H1 of a group coalgebra H is a Hopf algebra in the usual sense.
Coopposite group coalgebra: Let H be a group coalgebra with invertible antipode.
The coopposite group coalgebra H cop is the group coalgebra deAned as follows.
• For any ∈ , we set H cop = H−1 as an algebra.
• The comultiplication cop is obtained by setting, for any ; ∈ ,
cop; = (H
cop
 = H−1−1
−1 ;−1−−−−−→H−1 ⊗ H−1 %→H−1 ⊗ H−1 = H cop ⊗ H cop ):
It follows that the counit is given by 	cop = 	.
• The antipode scop is obtained by setting scop = s−1 , for any ∈ .
• The conjugation ’cop is obtained by setting ’cop = ’, for any ∈ .
Heynemann–Sweedler notation: The coassociativity of H allows us to introduce an
analog of the Heynemann–Sweedler notation [22]. Given 1; : : : ; n ∈ , if
1 ;2 ;:::;n =
(
H12···n
1 ;2···n−−−−−→H1 ⊗ H2···n
H1⊗2 ;3···n−−−−−−−→
H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗ H3···n → · · · → H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn
)
;
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then, for all h∈H12···n , we set h′(1) ⊗ h′′(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ hn(n)′ = 1 ;2 ;:::;n(h). Let H be a
group coalgebra over a group  and a Aeld — and let M be a —-vector space. Suppose
that f :H1 ×H2 × · · · ×Hn → M is a —-multilinear map. Let fˆ be the tensor lift of
f. We introduce the notation f(h′(1); h
′′
(1); : : : ; h
′n
(n)) = fˆ(1 ;2 ;:::;n(h)). For simplicity,
we also suppress the subscript “(i)” when i = 1.
Quasitriangular group coalgebras: A quasitriangular group coalgebras (see [25]) is
a group coalgebra H endowed with a family R= {R; = *():i ⊗ +():i ∈H ⊗H};∈,
the universal R-matrix, such that R; is invertible for any ; ∈  and the following
conditions are satisAed.
• For any ; ∈  and h∈H,
R;;(h) = (% ◦ (’−1 ⊗ H) ◦ −1 ; )(h)R;: (5a)
• For any ; ; ∈ ,
(H ⊗ ;)(R;) = (R;)13(R;)12; (5b)
where, given two vector spaces P and Q over —, for any x=pi⊗ qi ∈P⊗Q we set
x13 = pi ⊗ 1 ⊗ qi and x12 = pi ⊗ qi ⊗ 1.
• For any ; ; ∈ ,
(; ⊗ H)(R;) = ((’ ⊗ H)(R−1;))13(R;)23; (5c)
where, given two vector spaces P and Q, for any x = pi ⊗ qi ∈P ⊗ Q we set
x23 = 1 ⊗ pi ⊗ qi.
• R is compatible with ’, in the sense that, for any ; ; ∈ , we have
(’ ⊗ ’)(R;) = R−1 ; −1 : (5d)
Notice that (H1; R1;1) is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra in the usual sense. For any
; ∈ , we introduce the notation *˜():i ⊗ +˜():i = R˜; = R−1;.
Following [26], we set u = (s−1 ◦ ’)(+(−1):i)*():i ∈H and u = {u}∈. The u
are called Drinfeld elements of H . When  = 1, we recover the usual deAnition of a
Drinfeld element of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. The following properties of u are
proved in [26]. Let  and  be in  and let h be in H.
u1 = s1(+(1):i)*(1):i : (6a)
u is invertible with inverse u−1 = s
−1
 (+˜(−1):i)*˜():i :
Moreover we have u−1 = *():i(s−1 ◦ s)(+():i): (6b)
(u)′() ⊗ (u)′′() = *˜():i +˜():ju ⊗ +˜():i’−1 (*˜(−1):j)u: (6c)
	(u1) = 1: (6d)
s−1 (u−1 )u = us−1 (u−1 ): (6e)
’(u) = u−1 : (6f)
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(s−1 ◦ s ◦ ’)(h) = uhu−1 : (6g)
us−1 (u−1 )h= ’2 (h)us−1 (u−1 ): (6h)
The mirror group coalgebra: Let H=(H; R) be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra (with
R=*i⊗+i and R−1=R˜=*˜i⊗+˜i). By replacing R with IR=%(R˜)=+˜i⊗*˜i we obtain another
quasitriangular structure IH =(H; IR). This means that, in the category of representations
of H , we replace the braiding cR provided by R by the braiding c−1R provided by IR.
When H is a group coalgebra, the family {R−1; = +˜:i ⊗ *˜:i};∈ is not a universal
R-matrix for H . Nevertheless, it is still possible to generalize the deAnition of IH .
Let H be a group coalgebra. The group coalgebra IH , called the mirror of H [25], is
deAned as follows.
• For any ∈ , we set IH = H−1 .
• For any ; ∈ , the component I; of the comultiplication I of IH is
I;(h) = ((’ ⊗ H−1 ) ◦ −1;−1 )(h)∈H−1 ⊗ H−1 = IH ⊗ IH; (7)
for any h∈H−1−1 = IH. If we set h′()⊗ h′′() = I;(h), then (7) can be written in
the form h′
()
⊗h′′
()
=’(h′(−1−1))⊗h′′(−1). The counit of IH is given by 	∈H∗1 = IH∗1 .
• For any ∈ , the th component of the antipode Is of IH is given by Is = ’ ◦
s−1 : IH = H−1 → H = IH−1 .
• Finally, for any ∈ , we set I’ = ’.
If H is quasitriangular, then IH is also quasitriangular with universal R-matrix
I*():i ⊗ I+():i = IR; = (%(R−1 ; −1 ))−1 ∈H−1 ⊗ H−1 = IH ⊗ IH (8)
for any ; ∈ .
Ribbon group coalgebras: We say that a quasitriangular group coalgebra H is ribbon
when it is endowed with a family  = {| ∈H}∈ such that  is invertible for
any ∈  and the following conditions are satisAed for any ; ∈  and h∈H.
(1) ’(h) = −1 h.
(2) s() = −1 .
(3) ()′() ⊗ ()′′() = +():i*():j ⊗ ’−1 (*(−1):i)+():j.
(4) ’() = −1 .
Notice that (H1; R1;1; 1) is a ribbon Hopf algebra in the usual sense.
Crossed categories of representations: Let H be a group coalgebra over a Aeld —.
The crossed category Rep(H) (see [25]) is deAned as follows.
• For any ∈ , the th component of Rep(H), denoted Rep(H), is the category of
representations of the algebra H.
• The tensor product U ⊗ V of U ∈Rep(H) and V ∈Rep(H) (with ; ∈ ) is
obtained by the tensor product of —-vector spaces U ⊗— V endowed with the action
of H given by h(u ⊗ v) = ;(h)(u ⊗ v) = h′()u ⊗ h′′()v, for any h∈H, u∈U ,
and v∈V .
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• The tensor product of two arrows f∈Rep(H) and g∈Rep(H) is given by the
tensor product of —-linear morphisms, i.e. the forgetful functor from Rep(H) to the
category of vector spaces over — is faithful.
• The unit I is the ground Aeld — with the action of H1 provided by 	.
• Given ∈ , we need to deAne the functor  (·). To avoid confusion, in this context
we reserve the notation ’ for the isomorphism of algebras ’ :H → H−1 . Let
U be in Rep(H), with ∈ . The object U has the same underling vector space
as U . Given u∈U , we denote u the corresponding element in U . The action of
H−1 on U is given by
hu= (’−1 (h)u) (9)
for any u∈U and h∈H−1 .
The objects of Rep(H) are called representations of H .
When H is quasitriangular, Rep(H) is braided by setting, for any u∈U , v∈V ,
U ∈Rep(H), V ∈Rep(H), and ; ∈ ,
cU;V :U ⊗ V → (UV )⊗ U : u⊗ v 
→ ((+():iv))⊗ *():iu:
Let us consider the full subcategory Repf(H) of 4nite-dimensional representations
of H , i.e. of representations U of H such that dim— U ∈N. The crossed category
Repf (H) has the structure of a left autonomous crossed category obtained in the fol-
lowing way. For any U ∈C we set U ∗=Hom—(U;—), with the action of H−1 on U ∗
given by
〈hf; u〉= 〈f; s−1 (h)u〉 (10a)
for any h∈H−1 , f∈U ∗ and u∈U . Then, U ∗ is a left dual of U via
bU : I→ U ⊗ U ∗ : 1 
→ ei ⊗ ei (10b)
(where {ei} is a basis of U as a —-vector space and {ei} its dual basis), and
dU :U ∗ ⊗ U → — :f ⊗ u 
→ 〈f; u〉= f(u) (10c)
(for any f∈U ∗ and u∈U ).
If H is endowed with a twist { ∈H}∈, then Rep(H) is a balanced crossed
category, with the twist U :U → UU : u 
→ (u), for any u∈U , with U ∈Rep(H),
and ∈ . Similarly, Repf (H) is a ribbon crossed category.
Notice that Rep(H) is isomorphic to Rep( IH). Similarly, Repf (H) = Repf ( IH).
The center of a crossed category: Let C be a crossed -category. The center of C
is the braided crossed -category Z(C) deAned as follows.
• The objects of Z(C), called half-braidings, are the pairs (U; c ) satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions.
◦ U is an object of C.
◦ c is a natural isomorphism from the functor U ⊗ to the functor U ( )⊗ U such
that, for any X; Y ∈C, we have
cX⊗Y = ((UX )⊗ cY ) ◦ (cX ⊗ Y ): (11a)
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• The arrows in Z(C) from an object (U; c ) to an object (V; d ) are the arrows
f∈C(U; V ) such that, for any X ∈C, we have
((UX )⊗ f) ◦ cX = dX ◦ (f ⊗ X ): (11b)
The composition of two arrows in Z(C) is given by the composition in C, i.e. by
requiring that the forgetful Z(C)→ C : (U; c ) 
→ U is faithful.
• Given Z = (U; c ); Z ′ = (U ′; c′ )∈Z(C), their tensor product Z ⊗ Z ′ in Z(C) is the
couple (U ⊗ U ′; (c · c′) ), where (c · c′) is obtained by setting, for any X ∈C,
(c · c′)X = (cU′X ⊗ U ′) ◦ (U ⊗ c′X ): (11c)
• The tensor unit of Z(C) is the couple ZI=(I; Id ), where I is the tensor unit of C.
• For any ∈ , the th component of Z(C), denoted Z(C), is the full subcategory
of Z(C) whose objects are the pairs (U; c ) with U ∈C.
• For any ∈ , the automorphism ’Z: is obtained by setting, for any (U; c )∈Z(C),
’Z:(U; c ) = (’(U ); ’Z:(c )); (11d)
where ’Z:(c)X =’(c’−1 (X )), for any X ∈C. The deAnition of ’ is completed by
requiring that the forgetful Z(C)→ C is a crossed functor.
• The braiding c in Z(C) is obtained by setting, cZ;Z′ = cU ′ , for any Z = (U; c ); Z ′=
(U ′; c′ )∈Z(C).
This construction is a special case (for V= Cat(E), see Remark 2.1) of the center
construction for tensor objects in a braided 2-category V introduced in [21].
4. Yetter–Drinfeld modules and the center of Rep(H )
We give the deAnition of a Yetter–Drinfeld module over a group coalgebra H and
we prove that the category YD (H) of Yetter–Drinfeld modules over H is a braided
crossed category isomorphic to Z(Rep(H)).
De4nition of a Yetter–Drinfeld module: Let us Ax an element  in . An -Yetter–
Drinfeld module or, simply, a YD-module is a couple V =(V; V ={V;6}6∈), where
V is an H-module and, for any 6∈ , V;6 :V → V ⊗H6 is a —-linear morphism such
that the following conditions are satisAed.
• V is coassociative in the sense that, for any 61; 62 ∈ , we have
(V ⊗ 61 ; 62 ) ◦ V; 6162 = (V; 61 ⊗ H62 ) ◦ V; 62 : (12a)
• V is counitary in the sense that
(V ⊗ 	) ◦ V;1 = Id: (12b)
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• V is crossed in the sense that, for any 6∈ , the diagram
(12c)
commutes ("6 is the product of H6 while "V is the H-module structural map of V ).
If, for any v∈V , we set
v(V ) ⊗ v(6) = V;6(v); (13)
then we can rewrite axiom (12a), as (v(V ))(V ) ⊗ (v(V ))(61) ⊗ v(62) = v(V ) ⊗ (v(6162))′(61) ⊗
(v(6162))
′′
(62). Similarly, we can rewrite axiom (12b), as 	(v(1))v(V ) = v.
Finally, we can rewrite the commutativity of (12c) as h′()v(V ) ⊗ h′′(6)v(6) = (h′′()v)(V ) ⊗
(h′′()v)(6)’−1 (h
′
(6−1)), for any 6∈  and h∈H6.
Given two YD-modules (V; V ) and (W;W ), a morphism of YD-modules
f : (V; V )→ (W;W ), is a H-linear map f :V → W such that, for any 6∈ ,
W;6 ◦ f = (f ⊗ H6) ◦ V;6: (14)
With the notation provided in (13), axiom (14) can be rewritten as f(v(V )) ⊗ v(6) =
(f(v))(W )⊗(f(v))(6), for any v∈V . We complete the structure of the category YD(H)
by deAning the composition of morphisms of YD-modules via the standard com-
position of the underlying linear maps, i.e. by requiring that the forgetful functor
YD(H)→ Rep(H) : (V; V ) 
→ V is faithful.
Let YD (H) be the disjoint union of the categories YD(H) for all ∈ . The cate-
gory YD (H) admits the structure of a braided crossed category as follows.
• The tensor product of a YD-module (V; V ) and a YD-module (W;W ) (with
; ∈ ) is the YD-module (V ⊗ W;V⊗W ), where, for any v∈V , w∈W , and
6∈ , we have
V⊗W;6(v⊗ w) = v(V ) ⊗ w(W ) ⊗ w(6)’−1 (v(6−1)): (15a)
The tensor unit of YD (H) is the couple IYD = (—; —), where, for any 6∈  and
k ∈—, we have —; 6(k) = k ⊗ 16.
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Finally, the tensor product of arrows is given by the tensor product of —-linear
maps, i.e. by requiring that the forgetful functor YD (H) → Rep(H) : (V; V ) → V
is a tensor functor.
• Given ∈ , the conjugation functor (·) is obtained as follows. Let  be in  and
let (V; V ) be a YD-module. We set (V; V )=(V; V ), where, for any 6∈  and
w∈ V ,
V;6(w) = (
((
−1
w)(V )))⊗ ’((
−1
w)(−16)): (15b)
Given a morphism f : (V; V ) → (W;W ) of YD-modules, for any v∈V , we set
(f)(v) = (f(v)).
• The braiding c is obtained by setting, for any YD-module (V; V ), for any
YD-module (W;W ), and for any v∈V and w∈W ,
c(V;V );(W;W )(v⊗ w) = (s−1 (v(−1))w))⊗ v(V ): (15c)
To prove that YD(H) is a crossed category and that it is braided, we Arstly prove
that YD(H) is isomorphic to Z(Rep(H)) as a category.
Theorem 4.1. The category YD(H) is isomorphic to the category Z(Rep(H)). This
isomorphism induces on YD(H) the structure of crossed category described above.
Firstly, we construct two functors F1 :Z(Rep(H)) → YD(H), and Fˆ1 : YD(H) →
Z(Rep(H)). Then we prove F1 ◦ Fˆ1 = IdYD(H) and Fˆ1 ◦F1 = Id(Rep(H)). Via this isomor-
phism, YD(H) becomes a braided crossed category. We complete the proof of Theorem
4.1 by proving that this structure of crossed category is the structure described above.
The functor F1. Let  be in  and let (V; cV ) be an object in Z(Rep(H)). For any
6∈ , we set
V;6(v) = c
−1
H6 ((
16)⊗ v): (16)
Lemma 4.2. The couple (V; V ={V;6}6∈) is a YD-module. In that way, we obtain
a structure of YD-module for any object in the center of Rep(H). With respect to
this natural structure, any morphism in the center of Rep(H) is also a morphism
of YD-modules. By setting F1(V; c ) = (V; V ) and F1(f) = f, we obtain a functor
F1 :Z(Rep(H))→ YD(H).
To prove Lemma 4.2 we need some preliminary results.
Remark 4.3. Given 6∈ , the algebra H6 is a left module over itself via the action pro-
vided by the multiplication. Similarly, H6−1 is a left module over itself. By deAnition
(9) of the action of H−16 on the module 
−1
H6, the —-linear map
’ˆ :H−16 → 
−1
H6 : h 
→ 
−1
(’(h)) = h(
−1
16):
is H−1-linear, therefore it is an isomorphism of H−1-modules. Notice that
(’ˆ(h)) = ’(h) and that, for any 1; 2 ∈ , we have ’ˆ12 = (
−1
2 ’ˆ1 ) ◦ ’ˆ2 .
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Let X be an H6-module (with 6∈ ) and let x˜ :H6 → X be the unique H6-linear
map sending 16 to x. We set
x˜() :H6−1
’ˆ−1−→H6
x˜−→X:
Since, for any h∈H6−1 , x˜()(h) = ((x˜ ◦ ’ˆ−1 )(h)) = hx, we deduce that x˜() is the
unique H−1 -linear map sending 16−1 to x∈ X , i.e. x˜() = ˜x.
Lemma 4.4. Let V be a YD-module. For any v∈V and x∈X we have
c−1X (y ⊗ v) = v(V ) ⊗ v(6)(
−1
y): (17)
Proof. The proof follows from the commutativity of the diagram
(18)
for x = 
−1
y. The top triangle commutes by deAnition of V;6. The bottom triangle
commutes by deAnition of x˜(). The square commutes because c is an isomorphism
of functors.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We check that (V; V; ) satisAes the axioms for a YD-module,
then we conclude the proof of Lemma 4.2 with the part concerning morphisms.
Coassociativity: Let X1 be a H61 -module and let X2 be a H62 -module, with 61; 62 ∈ .
By (11a), we have c−1X1⊗X2 = (c
−1
X1 ⊗X2)◦ ((X1)⊗ c−1X2 ), therefore, for any v∈V , x1 ∈X1
and x2 ∈X2, we get v(V )⊗ (v(6162))′(61)x1⊗ (v(6162))′′(62)x2 = (vV )(V )⊗ (v(V ))(61)x1⊗ v(62)x2.
If we evaluate this formula for X1 = H61 , X2 = H62 , x1 =
161 , and x2 =
162 , then we
get v(V ) ⊗ (v(6162))′(62) ⊗ (v6162 )′′(62) = (v(V ))(V ) ⊗ (v(V ))(61) ⊗ v(62).
Counit: Since we have v(V ) ⊗ v(1) = v⊗ 1, we get 	(v(1))v(V ) = 	(1)v= v.
Crossing property: Let X be a H6-module. For any v∈V and x∈X we have
hc−1X ((
x) ⊗ v) = ;6(h) c−1X ((x) ⊗ v) = ;6(h)(v(V ) ⊗ v(6))x = (h′()v(V ) ⊗ h′′(6)v(6))x
and c−1X (h((
x) ⊗ v)) = c−1X (h′(6)(x) ⊗ h′′()v) = (h′′()v)(V ) ⊗ (h′′()v)(6)’−1 (h′(6−1))x,
therefore the crossing property (12c) follows by the H6-linearity of c
−1
X . This com-
pletes the proof that (V; V ) is a YD-module.
Morphisms: Let (W; d ) be another object in Z(Rep(H)). DeAne W as above for
V . Given any f :V → W in Z(Rep(H)), we prove that f gives rise to a morphism
of YD-modules, i.e. that (14) is satisAed. By the commutativity of d−1H6 ◦((H6)⊗f)=
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(f ⊗ H6) ◦ c−1H6 , we have ((f ⊗ H6) ◦ V;6)(v) = ((f ⊗ H6) ◦ c−1H6 )((16)⊗ v) = (d−1H6 ◦
((H6)⊗ f))((16)⊗ v) = d−1H6 ((16)⊗ f(v)) = (V;6 ◦ f)(v).
The proof that F1 is a functor is now trivial.
The functor: Fˆ1: Let (V; V ) be any YD-module. Given 6∈ , for any representation
X of H6 set
cX :V ⊗ X → (X )⊗ V : v⊗ x 
→ ((s6−1 (v(6−1))x))⊗ v(V ): (19)
Lemma 4.5. The couple (V; c ) is an object in Z(Rep(H)). In particular,
c−1X (y ⊗ v) = v(V ) ⊗ v(6)(
−1
y)
for any y∈ X and v∈V . With respect to this natural structure, any morphism of
YD-modules gives rise to an arrow in Z(Rep(H)). By setting Fˆ1(V; V )= (V; c ) and
Fˆ1(f) =f, we obtain a functor from YD(H) to Z(Rep(H)). The functors F1 and Fˆ1
are mutually inverses.
To prove Lemma 4.5, we need another preliminary lemma.
Lemma 4.6. For any v∈V we have (v(V ))(V ) ⊗ (v(V ))(6)s(6−1)(v(6−1)) = v ⊗ 16 and
(v(V ))(V ) ⊗ s(6−1)((v(V ))(6−1))v(6) = v⊗ 16.
Proof. Since V is counitary, the proof follows by the commutativity of
where the two squares on the right-hand side are commutative because of the co-
associativity of V , while the two squares on the left-hand side are commutative be-
cause s is the antipode of a group coalgebra.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Let us check that (V; c ) is an object in Z(Rep(H)).
Invertibility: Let X be a representation of H6, with 6∈ . We set
cˆX : (X )⊗ V → V ⊗ X :y ⊗ v 
→ v(V ) ⊗ v(6)(
−1
y):
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Let us prove that cˆX is the inverse of cX . For any v∈V and x∈X we have v ⊗
x cX
→((s6−1 (v(6−1))x))⊗ v(V ) cˆX
→(v(V ))(V ) ⊗ (v(V ))(6)s(6−1)(v(6−1))x = v⊗ x (where the last
passage follows by Lemma 4.6). Similarly, for any v∈V and y∈ X we have y ⊗
v cˆX
→v(V ) ⊗ v(6)(−1y) cˆX
→s(6−1)((v(V ))(6−1))v(6)y ⊗ v(V ) = y ⊗ 	(v(1))v(V ) = y ⊗ v.
Linearity: Let X be a representation of H6, with 6∈ . It is a bit easier to prove
that cˆX (instead of cX ) is H6-linear. For any v∈V , y∈ −1X , and h∈H6, we have
hcˆV;X (y ⊗ v) = h(v(V ) ⊗ v(6)(−1y)) = h′()v(V ) ⊗ h′′(6)v(6)(
−1
y) and cˆX (h(y ⊗ v)) =
cˆX (h′(6−1)y ⊗ h′′(6)v) = (h′′()v)(V ) ⊗ (h′′()v)(6)’−1 (h′(6−1))y. By the crossing property
(12c) of (V; V ), these two expressions are equal.
Naturality: Let us check that c is a natural transformation from the functor V ⊗ to
the functor V ( )⊗V . Given two representations X1 and X2 of H6 and a H6-linear map
f :X1 → X2, then for any v∈V and x∈X1 we have (((f)⊗V )◦ cX1 )(v⊗ x)=((f)⊗
V )(((s6−1 (v(6−1))x))⊗ v(V )) = ((s6−1 (v(6−1))f(x)))⊗ v(V ) = (cX2 ◦ (V ⊗ f))(v⊗ x).
Half-braiding axiom: We still have to check that (V; c ) satisAes the half-braiding
axiom (11a). Let X1 be a H61 -module and let X2 be a H62 -module, with 61; 62 ∈ . We
want
cX1⊗X2 (v⊗ x1 ⊗ x2) = ((( X1)⊗ cX2 ) ◦ (cX1 ⊗ X2))(v⊗ x1 ⊗ x2):
for any x1 ∈X1, x2 ∈X2, and v∈V . We have
cV;X⊗X1 (v⊗ x1 ⊗ x2) = ((s6−11 ((v((6162)−1))
′′
(61))x1))⊗
⊗((s6−12 ((v((6162)−1))
′′
(62))x2))⊗ v(V )
and
(((X1)⊗ cX2 ) ◦ (cX1 ⊗ X2))(v⊗ x1 ⊗ x2) = ((s6−11 (v(6−11 ))x1))⊗
⊗((s6−12 ((v(V ))(6−12 ))x2))⊗ (v(V ))(V ):
By the coassociativity of V these two expressions are equal.
This concludes the proof that (V; c ) is an object in Z(Rep(H)).
Morphisms: Let (W; d ) be another object in Z(Rep(H)). DeAne W in the same
way as for V above. Given f :V → W in Z(Rep(H)), we prove that f gives rise to a
morphism of YD-modules. Let X be a H6-module, with 6∈ . Given v∈V and x∈X
we have (cW ◦(f⊗X ))(v⊗x)=((s6−1 ((f(v))(6−1))x))⊗(f(v))(W )=((s6−1 (v(6−1))x))⊗
f(v(V ))= ((X )⊗f)(((s6−1 (v(6−1))x))⊗ v(V ))= (((X )⊗f) ◦ cV )(v⊗ x), where in the
second passage we used (14).
The proof that Fˆ1 is a functor is now trivial. We still have to check that Fˆ1 is the
inverse of F1.
Isomorphism: Let us prove that Fˆ1 ◦ F1 = IdZ(Rep(H)). Let (V; c ) be an object in
Z(Rep(H)), with ∈ . We have F1(V; c ) = (V; V ), where, for any 6∈ , v(V ) ⊗
v(6)=c
−1
H6 ((
16)⊗v). We set (V; c˙ )=(Fˆ1 ◦F1)(V; c )= Fˆ1(V; V ). Given any H6-module
X , with 6∈ , then for any v∈V and x∈X we have c˙−1X ((x) ⊗ v) = v(V ) ⊗ v(6)x =
c−1H6 ((
16)⊗ v)x = c−1X ((x)⊗ v), where the last passage follows by the commutativity
of the square in diagram (18).
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Let us prove that F1 ◦ Fˆ1 = IdYD(H). Given ∈  and a YD-module X , we have
F1(V;  ) = (V; cV ), where, for any representation X of H6 (with 6∈ ) and for any
x∈X and v∈V , we have cX (v⊗x)=((s6−1 (v(6−1))x))⊗v(V ). If we set (V; ˙V )=(F1 ◦
Fˆ1)(V;  ) = F1(V; c), then we obtain ˙6(v) = c−1H6 ((
16) ⊗ v) = v(V ) ⊗ v(6)16 = v(V ) ⊗
v(6) = 6(v), where the second passage follows by (4.5).
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.5, the categories Z(Rep(H)) and YD(H) are
isomorphic via the functor F1 and the functor Fˆ1. This isomorphism induces on YD(H)
a structure of a strict crossed category.
Components: Let  be in . Since YD(H)=(F1 ◦ Fˆ1)(YD(H)), the th component
of YD(H) is YD(H).
Tensor category structure: Let (V; V ) be a YD-module and let (W;W ) be a
YD-module. Suppose (V; c ) = Fˆ1(V; V ) and (W; d ) = Fˆ1(W;W ). We set
(V; V )⊗ (W;W ) = F1(Fˆ1(V; V )⊗ Fˆ1(W;W )) = F1(V ⊗ V ′; (c · d) ):
Since, for any v∈V , (cH6)−1((⊗16)⊗v)=v(V )⊗’ˆ−1 (v(6−1)), we obtain V⊗W;6(v⊗
w)= ((c d)H6)
−1((⊗16)⊗ v⊗w)= ((V ⊗ (dH6)−1) ◦ ((cH6)−1⊗W ))((⊗16)⊗ v⊗
w) = v(V ) ⊗ w(W ) ⊗ w(6)’−1 (v(6−1)), for any v∈V and w∈W . The part concerning
the tensor unit of YD(H) is trivial.
Conjugation: The crossed category structure of YD(H) is completed by setting, for
any ∈ , (·) = (YD (H) Fˆ1→Z(Rep(H))
(·)→Z(Rep(H))F1→YD(H)). In particular, given
∈  and a YD-module (V; V ), if (V; c )= Fˆ1(V; V ), then, for any 6∈  and v∈V ,
we get V;6(v)=(c)H6((
−116)⊗(v))=(v(V )⊗ ’ˆ(v(−16)))=((v(V )))⊗v(−16).
By setting w = v, we get (15b).
Braiding: The braiding in YD(H) is obtained by setting c(V;V );(W;W ) =
F1(cFˆ1(V;V );Fˆ1(W;W ))=cW , for any (V; V ); (W;W )∈YD(H), where (V; c )=Fˆ1(V; V ).
By deAnition (19) of c , we get (15c).
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
5. The group coalgebra (D(H ) and its representations
We deAne a quasitriangular group coalgebra ID(H). This group coalgebra is the
mirror of the group coalgebra D(H) deAned in [28]. To deAne ID(H) we need to
introduce another group coalgebra HX (the mirror of H∗tot;cop deAned in [28]). Then,
we discuss the structure of a module over ID(H). In particular, we prove that a —-vector
space V is a ID(H)-modules if and only if it is both a H -modules and a HX1 -module
and the actions of H and HX satisfy a compatibility condition. Finally, we prove that
Z(Rep(H)) and Rep( ID(H)) are isomorphic as braided crossed categories.
De4nition of HX: The group coalgebra HX is deAned as follows.
• For any ∈ , the component HX is equal to
⊕
∈ H
∗
 as a vector space, with
the product of f∈H∗ and g∈H∗9 (with ; 9∈ ) given by the linear map fg∈H∗9
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deAned by 〈fg; x〉= 〈f; x′()〉〈g; x′′(9)〉 for any x∈H. The unit of H is the morphism
	∈H∗1 ⊂ HX1 .
• The comultiplication X is deAned by setting, for any ; ; ∈  and f∈H∗ ,
X;(f) = (f)∈H∗−1 ⊗ H∗ , where 〈(f); x ⊗ y〉 = 〈f; y’−1 (x)〉, for any
x∈H−1 . We introduce the notation
fI: ⊗ fII: = (f):
The counit 	X :HX1 → — is given by 〈	X; f〉= 〈f; 1〉, for any f∈H∗ , with ∈ .
• For any ∈ , the component sX of the antipode sX of HX sends f∈H to sX (f)=
〈f;’−1 (s−1−1 ( ))〉 ∈H∗−1−1 .
• Finally, for any ∈ , we set ’X = ’∗−1 .
The group coalgebra ID(H): The group coalgebra ID(H) is deAned as follows (see
the detailed description of the mirror D(H) of ID(H) in [28]).
• For any ∈ , the th component of ID(H), denoted ID(H), is equal to H ⊗⊕
∈ H
∗
 , as a vector space. Given h∈H and F ∈⊕∈ H∗ , the element in ID(H)
corresponding to h⊗ F is denoted h˜ F . The product in ID(H) is given by
(h˜ f)(k˜ g) = h′′()k˜ f〈g; s−19−1 (h′′′(9−1)) ’−1 (h′(9−1))〉
for any h; k ∈H, f∈H∗ , and g∈H∗9 , with ; 9∈ . H has unit 1˜ 	.
The algebra structure of D(H) is uniquely determinated by the condition that the
inclusions H; HX ,→ D(H) are algebra morphisms and that the relations
(1˜ f)(h˜ 	) = h˜ f (20a)
and
(h˜ 	)(1˜ f) = h′′()˜ 〈f; s−1−1 (h′′′(−1)) ’(h′(−1))〉; (20b)
(for any h∈H and f∈H∗ , with ∈ ) are satisAed.
• The comultiplication is given by
(h⊗ F)′() ⊗ (h⊗ F)′′() = (h′()˜ FI;)⊗ (h′′()˜ FII;);
for any ; ∈ , h∈H and F ∈HX. The counit is given by 〈	; h˜f〉=〈	; h〉〈f; 1〉,
for any h∈H1 and f∈H∗ , with ∈ .
• The antipode is given by Is(h˜F)=(s(h)˜ 	)(1⊗ sX (F)), for any ∈ , h∈H,
and F ∈HX.
• The conjugation is given by I’(h˜f) =’(h)⊗’∗−1 (f) for any ; ∈ , h∈H,
and f∈H∗ , with ; ∈ .
• The universal R-matrix IR of ID(H) is given by
IR; = I*():i ⊗ I+():i = 1˜ e
−1 :i ⊗ s−1 (e−1 :i)˜ 	
for any ; ∈ , where (e:i) is a basis of H and (e:i) the dual basis. The inverse
of R; is Rˆ; = *ˆ():i ⊗ +ˆ():i = 1˜ e:i ⊗ e:i˜ 	.
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The category Rep(H;HX;˜): Given ∈ , a (H;HX;˜)-module is a —-vector
space V endowed with both a structure of left module over H and a structure of
left module over HX =H
X
1 (via an action denoted .) satisfying the compatibility con-
dition
h(f . v) = 〈f; s−1−1 (h′′′(−1)) ’−1 (h′−1 )〉 . (h′′()v): (21)
for any v∈V , h∈H, and f∈H∗ , with ∈ . A morphism of (H;HX;˜)-modules
is a map that is both a morphism of H-modules and a morphism of HX1 -modules. In
that way we obtain the category Rep(H;H
X;˜) of (H;HX;˜)-modules. The dis-
joint union Rep(H;HX;˜) of the categories Rep(H;H
X;˜) for all ∈  is a braided
crossed category as follows.
• Rep(H;HX;˜) is the th component of Rep(H;HX;˜).
• Given ; ∈ , let U be an object in Rep(H;HX;˜) and let V be an object in
Rep(H;H
X;˜). The tensor product U ⊗ V of (H;HX;˜)-modules is given by the
tensor product of U and V as both H-modules and HX-modules, i.e., given u∈U
and v∈V , the action of h∈H and, respectively, f∈H∗ (with ∈ ) on u ⊗ v
given by h(u⊗ v) = h′()u⊗ h′′()v and f . (u⊗ v) = fI: . u⊗ fII: . v.
• The conjugation is obtained in the obvious way by the conjugation of Rep(H) and
the conjugation of Rep(HX).
• The braiding is obtained by setting,
cU;V :U ⊗ V → (V )⊗ V : u⊗ v 
→ (s−1 (e−1 :i)v)⊗ e
−1 :i . u (22)
for any U ∈Rep(H;HX;˜) and V ∈Rep(H;HX;˜), with ; ∈ .
Theorem 5.1. Rep(H;H
X;˜) is isomorphic to Rep( ID(H)) as a braided crossed cat-
egory.
Proof. The simplest way to prove the theorem is to construct an isomorphism of
categories F3 : Rep( ID(H))→ Rep(H;HX;˜) such that F3 induces on Rep( ID(H)) the
structure of braided crossed category described above.
Let V be a ID(H)-module, with ∈ . Since both H and HX1 =HX can be identiAed
with subalgebras of ID(H) via the canonical embeddings, V has both a natural structure
of left H-module and a natural structure of left HX1 -module. Explicitly, for any v∈V ,
h∈H, and f∈H∗ ⊆ HX1 , with ∈ , we set
hv= (h˜ 	)v and f . v= (1˜ f)v:
Let us prove that the compatibility condition (21) is satisAed. By the associativity of
the action of ID(H) on V and by (20) we get h(f.v)=(h˜	)((1˜f)v)=((h˜	)(1˜
f))v=(h′′()˜〈f; s−1 (h′′′(−1))) ’−1 (h′(−1 )〉)v=(1()˜〈f; s−1 (h′′′(−1))) ’−1 (h′(−1 )〉)
(h′′()˜ 	)v= 〈f; s−1−1 (h′′′(−1)) ’−1 (h′−1 )〉 . (h′′()v). We set F3(V ) equal to V endowed
with the structure of (H;HX;˜)-module described above.
Given another ID(H)-module V and a —-linear morphism f :V → W , it is easy to
prove that f is a morphism of ID(H)-modules if and only if it is both a morphism
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of H-modules and a morphisms of HX1 -modules. By setting F3(f) =f, we obviously
obtain a functor.
Let us prove that F3 is invertible. Given a (H;HX;˜)-module W , we deAne an ac-
tion of ID(H) on W via the tensor lift of the linear map H×HX ×W → W : (h; F; v)→
F . (hv), then we need to prove that we obtain a ID(H)-module. For any h; k ∈H,
f∈H∗ , and g∈H∗9 , with ; 9∈ , we have (1˜	)v=	.(1v)=	.v=v and (h˜f)((k˜
g)v)=(h˜f)(g.(kv))=f.(h(g.(kv)))=f.〈g; s−19−1 (h′′′(9−1)) ’−1 (h′(9−1))〉.(h′′()kv)=
f〈g; s−19−1 (h′′′(9−1)) ’−1 (h′(9−1))〉.(h′′()kv)=(h′′()k˜f〈g; s−19−1 (h′′′(9−1)) ’−1 (h′(9−1))〉)v=
((h˜ f)(k˜ g))v.
To prove that F3 is invertible and to complete the proof of the theorem is now
trivial.
6. Z(Rep(H )) and Rep( (D(H )) are isomorphic
In this section we prove that Z(Rep(H)) and Rep( ID(H)) are isomorphic as braided
crossed categories. We start by deAning a braided crossed functor F2 : YD(H) →
Rep(H;HX;˜). After that, we set G=F3 ◦F2 ◦F1 :Z(Rep(H))→ Rep( ID(H)) and we
prove that G is invertible.
Theorem 6.1. Z(Rep(H)) and Rep( ID(H)) are isomorphic braided crossed categories.
The functor F2: To prove Theorem 6.1, we start by constructing the functor F2. For
this, we need two preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 6.2. Let (V; V ) be a YD-module (with ∈ ). Given f∈H∗ , with ∈ , for
any v∈V we set
f . v= 〈f; v()〉v(V ): (23)
With this action, V becomes a HX1 -module and a (H;H
X;˜)-module.
Proof. Let us prove that the action . is associative and unitary.
Associativity: Given f∈H∗ and g∈H∗9 , with ; 9∈ , for any v∈V , we have
f.(g.v)=f.〈g; v(9)〉v(V )=〈g; v(9)〉 〈f; (v(V ))()〉(v(V ))(V ) and (fg).v=〈fg; v(9)〉v(V )=
〈f; (v())′()〉〈g; (v())′′(9)〉v(V ). By the coassociativity of a YD-module, these two expres-
sions coincide.
Unit: By (12b), for any v∈V we have 	 . v= 〈	; v(1)〉v(V ) = v, i.e. . is unitary.
Compatibility condition (21): Given h∈H and f∈H∗ , with ∈ , for any v∈V ,
by using (12c) we get
h(f . v) = 〈f; v()〉hv(V ) = 〈f; v()〉 〈	; h′′〉h′()v(V ) = 〈f; 〈	; h′′〉v()〉h′()v(V )
= 〈f; s−1−1 (h′′′(−1))h′′()v()〉h′()v(V )
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(by the crossing property (12c))
=〈f; s−1−1 (h′′′(−1))(h′′()v)()’−1 (h′(−1))〉(h′′()v)(V )
=〈f; s−1−1 (h′′′(−1)) ’−1 (h′(−1))〉 . (h′′()v):
Lemma 6.3. Take two YD-modules (V; V ) and (W;W ) and de4ne the action of
HX1 on both V and W via (6.2). A morphism of YD-modules f :V → W is also a
morphism of (H;HX;˜)-modules.
Proof. We only need to show that f preserves the action of HX1 . Let v∈V and
g∈H∗ , with ∈ . Since f is a morphism of YD-modules, we have g . f(v) =
〈g; (f(v))()〉(f(v))(W ) = 〈g; v()〉f(v(V )) = f(〈g; v()〉v(V )) = f(g . v).
Lemma 6.4. For any YD-module (V; V ), set F2(V; V )= (V; .), with the action . of
HX1 on V de4ned as in (6.2). For any morphism f of YD-modules, set F2(f) = f.
Then, we obtain a braided crossed functor F2 : YD(H)→ Rep(H;HX;˜).
Proof. By Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3, F2 is well deAned. The proof that it is a functor
(i.e. that it preserves identities and composition), is trivial. We have to check that it
is a tensor functor, that it commutes with the conjugation and that it is braided.
Tensor product: Given ; ∈ , let (V; V ) be a YD-module and let (W; 9W ) be a
YD-module. By deAnition (15a) of the tensor product in YD(H), the action . of HX1
of V ⊗W is given by f. (v⊗w)= 〈f; (v⊗w)()〉= 〈f;w()’−1 (v(−1))〉v(V )⊗w(W ) =
(fI: . v) ⊗ (fII: . w), i.e. F2 preserves the tensor product. The fact that F2 preserves
the tensor unit is trivial.
Crossing: Let  and  be in  and let (V; V ) be a YD-module. The action of
HX1 on
(F2(V; V )) is given by f . w = (’X−1 (f) . (
−1w)) = (’∗(f) . (
−1w)) =
〈f;’((−1w)(−1))〉(((−1w)(V ))), for any f∈H∗ , with ∈ , and w∈ V . By (15b),
both (F2(V; V )) and F2((V; V )) has the same structure of HX1 -module and of
(H;HX;˜)-module. Since both (·) and F2 are the identity on the morphisms, we
conclude that F2 commute with ’ and that it is a crossed functor.
Braiding: Let (V1; V1 ) be a YD1 -module and let (V2; V2 ) be a YD2 -module. By
(22), for any v1 ∈V1 and v2 ∈V2 we have
cF2(V1 ;V1 );F2(V2 ;V2 )
(v1 ⊗ v2) = 1 (s−12 (e−12 :i)v2)⊗ e
−12 :i . v1
= 1 (s−12 (e−12 :i)v2)⊗ 〈e
−12 :i ; (v1)(−12 )〉(v1)(V1)
= 1 (s−12 ((v1)(−12 ))v2)⊗ (v1)(V1):
By (22) we have
cF2(V1 ;V1 );F2(V2 ;V2 )
= c(V1 ;V1 );(V2 ;V2 ) = F2(c(V1 ;V1 );(V2 ;V2 )):
Proof of Theorem 6.1. To prove Theorem 6.1, we need a preliminary lemma.
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Lemma 6.5. For any f∈H∗ , with ∈ , we have f = 〈f; e():i1〉e():i.
Proof. By evaluating 〈f; e():i1〉e():i against a generic h∈H we obtain
〈〈f; e():i1〉e():i ; h〉= 〈f; e():i1〉〈e():i ; h〉= 〈f; h〉:
Proof (of Theorem 6.1). Let us set G=F3 ◦F2 ◦F1 :Z(Rep(H))→ Rep( ID(H)). Since
both F1 and F2 as well as F3 are braided cross functors, G is a braided cross functor.
To complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, we only need to show that G is invertible.
Given a ID(H)-modules V , we set Gˆ(V )= (V; cV; ). Of course, Gˆ(V ) is a half-braiding
and by setting Gˆ(f) = f, for any morphism f of YD-modules, we obtain a functor
Gˆ : Rep( ID(H))→Z(Rep(H)). Let us prove that Gˆ and G are mutually inverses.
Gˆ ◦ G= Id. Let (V; c ) be an object in Z(Rep(H)). Since cG(V;c ); = G(c(V;c ); ) =
G(c ) = c , we get (Gˆ ◦ G)(V; c ) = (V; cG(V ); ) = (V; c ).
G ◦ Gˆ= Id. Let V be a ID(H)-module, with ∈ . Clearly, (G ◦ Gˆ)(V ) and V have
the same structure of —-vector spaces and the same structure of H-module (via the
embedding H ,→ ID(H)). To prove that G ◦ Gˆ(V ) = V , we only need to check that
the action . of HX1 on V and the action .˙ of H
X
1 on (G ◦ Gˆ)(V ) (both obtained via
the embedding HX1 ,→ ID(H)) are the same.
Let f be in H∗ , with ∈ . By observing that, for any v∈V , c−1V;H(1) = *ˆ():iv⊗
+ˆ():i1 = e():i . v⊗ e():i1, we get f.˙v= 〈f; v()〉vV = 〈e():i1〉e():i =f, where the last
passage follows by Lemma 6.5.
Corollary 6.6. Z(Rep(H)), YD(H), Rep(H;HX;˜), and Rep( ID(H)) are isomorphic
braided crossed categories.
Proof. We have seen that both the functor F1 and the functor F3 are isomorphisms
of braided crossed categories. By Lemma 6.4, F2 is a braided cross functor and, by
Theorem 6.1, F2 is invertible with inverse Fˆ2 = F1 ◦ Gˆ ◦ F3.
Let YDf (H) be the category of 4nite-dimensional YD-modules, i.e. the category of
YD-modules (V; c ) such that dim—V ∈N, and let Repf (H;HX;˜) be the category of
Anite-dimensional (H;HX;˜)-modules.
Corollary 6.7. Z(Repf (H)), YDf (H), Repf (H;H
X;˜), and Repf ( ID(H)) are isomor-
phic braided crossed categories.
Proof. The functor F1 sends the full subcategory Z(Repf (H)) of Z(Rep(H)) to
the full subcategory YDf (H) of YD(H). Similarly, the functor F2 sends YDf (H)
to the full subcategory Repf (H;H
X;˜) of Repf (H;H
X;˜) and the functor F3 sends
Repf (H;H
X;˜) to the full subcategory Repf ( ID(H)) of Rep( ID(H)).
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Remark 6.8 (Modular crossed categories). The categorical analog of the notion of
modular Hopf algebra is the notion of modular category [18,23]. A crossed
category C is modular when the component C1 is modular as a tensor category [25].
Let R be a semisimple tensor category. It was proved by MWuger [17] that, under
certain conditions, the center of R is modular. We expect that it will be possible to
generalize the result to the crossed case when  is Anite. On the contrary, when  is not
Anite, since the quantum double of a semisimple group coalgebra is not modular, the
theory fails to be applicable to the crossed case. However, in some case, for instance
when the isomorphism classes of the H (for all ∈ ) are Anite, Z(R) should be
modular, or at least, premodular in the sense of BruguiXeres and, in that case, it should
give rise to a modular category.
7. The twist extension of a braided crossed group category
Let C be a braided crossed category (again, for simplicity, we suppose C strict).
Generalizing the construction described in [20], we obtain a balanced crossed category
CZ , the twist extension of C. Even if we do not have, in general, an embedding
C ,→ CZ , the name is justiAed by the observation that we still have an embedding
C1 ,→ CZ1 . We will see that, if H is a group coalgebra and C=Rep(H) or C=Repf (H),
then there is an embedding C ,→ CZ .
• The objects of CZ are the pairs T =(U; t), where U ∈C and t ∈C(U; UU ) is invert-
ible.
• For any T1 = (U1; t1); T2 = (U2; t2)∈CZ , the arrows from T1 to T2 in CZ are the
arrows f∈C(U1; U2) such that
(Uf) ◦ t1 = t2 ◦ f: (24a)
The composition is given by the composition in C, i.e. we require that the forgetful
functor from CZ → C : (U; t) 
→ U is faithful.
• The tensor product of T1=(U1; t1), T2=(U2; t2)∈CZ is the couple T1T2=(U1⊗U2,
t1 t2), where
t1 t2 = cU⊗U′U ′ ; UU ◦ cUU;U′U ′ ◦ (t1 ⊗ t2) (24b)
• The tensor product of two arrows in CZ is given by the tensor product of arrows in
C.
• The tensor unit in CZ is the couple TI = (I; IdI), where I is the tensor unit of C.
• For any ∈ , the component CZ =(CZ) is the full subcategory of CZ whose objects
are the pairs (U; t) with U ∈C.
• For any ∈ , the functor ’Z is obtained by setting, for any (U; t)∈CZ ,
’Z (U; t) = (’(U ); ’(t)) (24c)
and ’Z(f) = ’(f), for any arrow f in CZ .
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• The braiding in CZ is obtained by requiring that the forgetful functor from CZ to C
is braided.
• The twist  of CZ is obtained by setting T = t, for any T = (U; t)∈CZ .
Theorem 7.1. CZ is a balanced crossed category.
Dualities in CZ : Even if C is left autonomous, an object in CZ does not necessarily
admit a left dual. Therefore CZ is not necessarily ribbon. The following lemma gives
a characterization of the objects in CZ endowed with a stable left dual.
Lemma 7.2. Let T = (U; t) and T ∗ = (U ∗; ?) be objects in CZ . Then, T ∗ is a stable
left dual of T with unit bT and counit dT if and only if
• U ∗ is a stable left dual of U in C via unit bU = bT and counit dU = dT and
• ?= U∗ tˆ∗, where tˆ ∈C(U; UU ) satis4es t−1 ◦ U tˆ−1 = !U .
8. Dualities in a balanced crossed category
Let C be a balanced crossed category. Generalizing some results in [10,11,13,23] to
the case of a crossed category, we study the properties of duals in C. In particular,
this will allow us to obtain a full subcategory N(C) of C that will be the biggest
ribbon category included in C. This is the analog, in the case of a crossed category,
of the construction given in [20] in the case of a tensor category.
ReAexive objects: Let C be a balanced crossed category and let U be an object in
C. We set
2U =
(
U
U−→ UU
UU−→ U⊗UU
)
and −2U = (
2
U )
−1. We say that U is reAexive if it is endowed with a stable left dual
U ∗, such that −2U = !U .
Lemma 8.1. If U ∈C has a stable left dual U ∗ such that the ribbon condition (4) is
satis4ed, then U is reAexive. In particular, any object in a ribbon crossed category
is reAexive.
Reversed duality: Let U be a reHexive object in C. We set
b′U =
(
I
U∗bU−−−−−→ U∗U ⊗ U∗U ∗
U∗ cU;U∗−−−−−→U ∗ ⊗ U∗U U
∗⊗U∗U−−−−−→U ∗ ⊗ U
)
d′U =
(
U ⊗ U ∗ U⊗U
∗
−−−−−→ UU ⊗ U ∗ cU U;U∗−−−−−→ UU ∗ ⊗ UU
UdU−−−−−→ I) :
Lemma 8.2. U is a left dual of U ∗ via (bU ; d′U ), i.e. (d
′
U ⊗ U ) ◦ (U ⊗ b′U ) = U and
(U ∗⊗ d′U ) ◦ (b′U ⊗U ∗) =U ∗, that is, U is a stable left dual of U ∗ with unit b′U and
counit d′U .
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The adjunction (b′U ; d
′
U ) is called the reversed adjunction of (bU ; dU ).
Good left duals: Let U be a reHexive object. We say that U ∗ is a good left dual if
furthermore we have
U∗ = U
∗
 ∗U : (25)
Lemma 8.3. Let U be an object in a balanced crossed category C endowed with
a stable adjunction (bU ; dU ) :U ∗ U . The ribbon condition (4) is satis4ed if and
only if (25) is satis4ed. In particular, T is ribbon if and only if any object U ∈C
satis4es (25).
Lemma 8.4. Let U ∗ be a good left dual of U ∈C. If we set U ∗∗=U via the reversed
adjunction (b′U ; d
′
U ), then we have b
′′
U = bU and d
′′
U = dU . If V
∗ is a good left dual
of V ∈C and if we set V ∗∗ = V via the reversed adjunction (b′V ; d′V ), then, for any
f∈C(U; V ), we have f∗∗ = f.
The category N(C): Let C be a balanced crossed category. By deAnition, N(C)
is the full subcategory of C of the object U ∈C that admits a good left dual. For any
class  (U ) in N(C) we also Ax an object U0 ∈ (U ) and a good left dual U ∗0 of U0,
obtaining, in that way, a good left dual V ∗ for any V ∈ (U ).
Theorem 8.5. N(C) has a structure of balanced crossed category. Moreover, N(C)
is a ribbon crossed category and any other ribbon subcategory of C is included in
N(C).
Proof. The proof that N(C) has a structure of balanced crossed category is given in
Lemma 8.7. The proof that N(C) is autonomous is given in Lemma 8.8. Since, by
hypothesis, any object of N(C) satisAes (25), then, by Lemma 8.3, N(C) is ribbon.
The fact that any other ribbon crossed category included in C is also included inN(C)
follows by Lemmas 8.1 and 8.3.
To prove that N(C) is a tensor category, we need the following observation.
Lemma 8.6. Let U and V be objects in C, let U ∗ be a stable left dual of U , and let
V ∗ be a stable left dual of V . Consider the dual (U ⊗ V )∗ = V ∗ ⊗U ∗ of U ⊗ V via
the unit bU⊗V =(U ⊗ bV ⊗U ∗) ◦ bU and the counit dU⊗V =dU ◦ (U ∗⊗dV ⊗U ). We
have cV∗ ;U∗ = c∗V;V∗U .
Lemma 8.7. The structure of balanced crossed category of C induces a structure of
balanced crossed category on N(C).
Proof. The only nontrivial part is to prove that N(C) is a tensor category. Since
N(C) is a full subcategory of C, we only need to show that the tensor product of
U; V ∈N(C) lies in N(C), i.e. that U ⊗V admits a good left dual. Let U ∗ be a good
left dual of U and V ∗ a good left dual V . Given V ∗ ⊗ U ∗ as a stable left dual of
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U ⊗ V with unit bU⊗V and counit dU⊗V as in Lemma 8.6, then V ∗ ⊗ U ∗ is a good
left dual of U ⊗ V since, by Lemma 8.6,
(U⊗V )∗ = V∗⊗U∗ = cV∗⊗U∗U∗ ; V∗V∗ ◦ ((V
∗
U∗)⊗ V∗) ◦ cV∗ ;U∗
= cV∗⊗U∗U∗ ; V∗V∗ ◦ ((V
∗⊗U∗ ∗U )⊗ V
∗
∗V ) ◦ cV∗ ;U∗
= c∗V∗⊗U∗U;V∗⊗U∗V ◦ ((V
∗⊗U∗ ∗U )⊗ V
∗
∗V ) ◦ c∗V;V∗U
= (cV;V∗U ◦ ((V
∗
V )⊗ V∗⊗U∗U ) ◦ cV∗⊗U∗U;V∗⊗U∗V )
= V
∗⊗U∗(cU⊗V V;UU ((
U
V )⊗ U ) ◦ cU;V )∗ = V∗⊗U∗ ∗U⊗V :
Lemma 8.8. N(C) is an autonomous crossed category.
Proof. Given U ∈N(C) and a good left dual U ∗ of U , we need to prove that U ∗
is an object in N(C). Since U ∗ is a good left dual of U , by Lemma 8.3 it satisAes
the ribbon condition (4). By Lemma 8.1, U ∗ is reHexive which implies that U is a
stable left dual of U ∗ under the reversed duality. We only need to show that, if we
set U ∗∗ = U via the reversed duality, then (25) is satisAed. Now, by Lemma 8.4, we
have (∗U )
∗ = U . Therefore we only need to check that
U = U∗U∗ : (26)
Applying U (·) to (25), we get UU∗ =  ∗U . By duality, we And (26).
9. The quantum double of a crossed category
Let C be crossed category (that again, for simplicity, we suppose strict). Apply the
center construction obtaining the braided crossed category Z(C). Then consider its
twist extension (Z(C))Z . Finally, consider its maximal ribbon subcategory D(C) =
N((Z(C))Z). Starting from C, we obtained a ribbon crossed category. However, gen-
eralizing the construction [13], we can directly construct a ribbon crossed category
D(C), the quantum double of C, isomorphic to N((Z(C))Z). One of the advantages
is that a choice of dualities in C, i.e. a structure of autonomous crossed category,
induces a choice of dualities in D(C).
• The objects of D(C) are the triples D = (U; c ; t), where
◦ U is an object in C,
◦ c :U⊗ → U ( )⊗U is a natural isomorphism that satisAes the half-braiding axiom
(11a),
◦ t ∈C(U; UU ) is an isomorphism such that ((U t) ◦ t)−1 = !U .
• Given two objects D1 = (U1; c ; t1) and D2 = (U2; d ; t2) in D(C), an arrow
f∈D(C)(D1; D2) is an arrow f∈C(U1; U2) that is compatible with the half-
braidings and the twist, i.e. it satisAes (11b) and (24a).
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• The tensor product of two object D1 = (U1; c ; t1), D2 = (U2; d ; t2)∈D(C), is the
triple D1 ⊗ D2 = (U1 ⊗ U2; (c · d) ; t1 t2). where · is deAned as in (11c) and 
as in (24b). The tensor product of arrows is obtained by requiring that the functor
D(C)→ C : (U; c; t)→ U is a tensor functor.
• The conjugation is given by ’D:(U; c ; t) = (’(U ); ’(Z:c ); ’(t)), for any ∈ 
and (U; c ; tU )∈D(C), where ’Z:(c ) is deAned as in the case of the center of C
(see (11d)). For any arrow f in D(C), we set ’D:(f) = ’(f).
• Let D = (U; c ; D) be an object in D(C). We obtain a stable left dual D∗ of D in
D(C) by setting D∗ = (U ∗; cˆ ; U
∗
t∗) and bD = bU , dD = dU , where bU and dU are
the unit and the counit of U in C.
• The braiding is obtained by cD1 ;D2 = cU2 for any D1 = (U1; c ; t1), D2 = (U2; d ; t2)∈
D(C).
• The twist is obtained by setting D = t for any D = (U; c ; t)∈D(C).
Theorem 9.1. D(C) is a ribbon crossed category isomorphic to N((Z(C))Z) as bal-
anced crossed category.
10. Ribbon structures
We conclude by discussing the relation between algebraic and categorical ribbon
extensions. Let H be group coalgebra (not necessarily of a Anite-type). We recall the
deAnition of the ribbon group coalgebra RT(H) (see [28]). Then, we prove that the
categories Repf (RT(H)) and N((Repf (H))
N ) are isomorphic as balanced crossed cat-
egories. To prove this statement we start by introducing an auxiliary ribbon crossed
category Rib(H). Then we prove that Repf (RT(H)) and Rib(H) are isomorphic as rib-
bon crossed categories while Rib(H) and N((Repf (H))
N ) are isomorphic as balanced
crossed categories. Finally, we prove that, if H ′ is a group coalgebra of Anite-type,
then Repf (RT(D(H
′))) and D(Repf (H
′)) are isomorphic as ribbon crossed categories.
The group coalgebra RT(H): The ribbon group coalgebra RT(H) is deAned as
follows.
• For any ∈ , the th component of RT (H), denoted RT(H), is the vector space
whose elements are formal expressions h + kv, with h, k ∈H. The sum is given
by (h + kv) + (h′ + k ′v) = (h + h′) + (k + k ′)v, for any h; h′; k; k ′ ∈H. The
multiplication is obtained by requiring v2 = us−1 (u−1 ), i.e. by setting, for any
h; h′; k; k ′ ∈H, (h+kv) (h′+k ′v)=hh′+hk ′v+k’(h′)v+k’(k ′)us−1 (u−1 )=
(hh′ + k’(k ′)us−1 (u−1 )) + (hk ′ + k’(k ′))v.
We identify H with the subset {h+0v|h∈H} of RT(H). The algebra RT(H) is
unitary with unit 1=1+0v. Moreover, for any ; ∈ , we have R; ∈H⊗H ⊂
RT(H)⊗ RT(H).
• The comultiplication is given by ;(h + kv) = (h′() + k ′()*˜():i +˜():jv) ⊗ (h′′() +
k ′′()+˜():i’−1 (*˜(−1):j)v), for any h, k ∈H, and ; ∈ . Further, the counit is given
by 〈	; h+ kv〉= 〈	; h〉+ 〈	; k〉, for any h; k ∈H1.
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• The antipode is given by s(h+ kv) = s(h) + (s ◦’−1 )(k)v−1 , for any h, k ∈H
and ∈ .
• Finally, the conjugation is given by ’(h + kv) = ’(h) + ’(k)v−1 , for any h,
k ∈H and ; ∈ .
The category Rib(H): The ribbon crossed category Rib(H), is deAned as follows.
• For any ∈ , the objects of the component Rib(H) of Rib(H) are the couples
(M; t), where M is a Anite-dimensional representation of H and t:M → MM is a
H-linear isomorphism such that, if we set
t2 =
(
M t−→MM
Mt−→M⊗MM
)
and t−2 = (t2)−1, then we have
t−2(
2
m) = us−1 (u−1 )m (27a)
for any m∈M (where u is the th Drinfeld element).
• Given two objects (M1; t1), (M2; t2)∈Rib(H), a morphism f : (M1; t1)→ (M2; t2) is
a H-linear map f :M1 → M2 such that t2 ◦ f = (f) ◦ t1.
• The composition of morphisms in Rib(H) is obtained in the obvious way via the
compositions of H-modules.
• The tensor product of two objects (M; t); (M ′; t′)∈Rib(H), is given by
(M; t)⊗ (M ′; t′) = (M ⊗M ′; t t′); (27b)
where we recall that
t t′ = (((
MM ′)t)⊗ M t′) ◦ cMM ′ ;M ◦ cM;M ′ ; (27c)
where c is the standard braiding in Repf (H).
• The tensor unit of Rib(H) is the couple (—; Id—), where — is a H1-module via the
counit of H .
• The action of the crossing on an object (M; t)∈Rib(H) is obtained by setting
(M; t) = (M; f) for any ∈ , while the action of the crossing on morphisms
is obtained by requiring that the forgetful functor Rib(H) → Repf (H) : (M; t) → M
is a crossed functor.
• The braiding is given by c(M;t); (M ′ ; t′) = cM;M ′ for any (M; t); (M ′; t′)∈Rib(H).
• The twist is given by (M;t) = t for any (M; t)∈Rib(H).
• The duality in Rib(H) is obtained as follows. Let (M; t) be an object in Rib(H).
The dual object of (M; t) is given by the couple (M∗; M
∗
t∗) where M∗ is the dual
H -module of M (with unit the bM and the counit dM deAned by (10)). Finally, we
set b(M;t) = bM and d(M;t) = dM .
Theorem 10.1. Rib(H) is a ribbon crossed category isomorphic to Repf (RT(H)).
Moreover, Rib(H) is isomorphic to N((Repf (H))
N ) as a balanced crossed category.
To prove Theorem 10.1 we need three preliminary lemmas.
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Lemma 10.2. For any ∈  we have
s−1 (u−1 ) = *():is−1 (+(−1):i): (28)
Proof. By observing that s(*():i) ⊗ +():i = ’(*(−1 :i)) ⊗ +(−1):i (see [26]), we have
*(−1):i⊗+():i=(s−1−1◦’−1 )(*():i)⊗s−1 (+(−1):i), so we get u−1=(s◦’−1 )(+():i)*(−1):i=
’−1 (+(−1):i)(s
−1
−1 ◦ ’−1 )(*():i) = +(−1):is−1−1 (*():i). By composing both sides by s−1
we get (28).
Lemma 10.3. For any ∈  and h∈H, we have
s−1 (u−1 )h= (s
−1
 ◦ s−1−1 ◦ ’)(h)s−1 (u−1 ): (29)
Proof. Let k be in H−1 . By (6g), we have (s ◦ s−1 ◦ ’−1 )(k) = u−1ku−1−1 . By
composing both sides by s−1 and observing that, by (6e), s−1 (u−1 ) = s
−1
 (u−1 ), we
get s−1 (u−1 )(s−1◦’−1 )(k)=s−1 (k)s−1 (u−1 ). For k=(’◦s−1−1 )(h), we get (29).
Lemma 10.4. Let M be a 4nite-dimensional representation of H and let !M be de-
4ned as in (2). For any m∈M we have BM (2m) = us−1 (u)m.
The proof is a long but not diJcult computation and is omitted.
Proof of Theorem 10.1. Rib(H) is obviously a well-deAned category. We start by
proving that Rib(H) is isomorphic to Rep(RT(H)) as a category. Let M be a
Anite-dimensional representation of RT(H). Set M :M → M : x 
→ M1 (x). Since
 −2 = s−1 (u−1 )u (see [26]), the couple (M; M ) is an object in Rib(H). Conversely,
let (N; t) be an object in Rib(H), with ∈ . DeAne the action of RT(H) on N via
(h+ kv)n= hn+ kt−1(n) (30)
for any h; k ∈H and n∈N . Let us check that the action deAned in (30) is RT(H)-linear,
i.e. that we provided N with a structure of RT(H)-module. For any h1; k1; h2; k2 ∈H
and n∈N , we have ((h1+k1v) (h2+k2v))n=(h1h2+k1’(k2)us−1 (u−1 ))n+(h1k2+
k1’(h2))t−1(n) and (h1 + k1v)((h2 + k2)n) = h1h2n+ h1k2t−1(n) + k1t−1((h2n)) +
k1t−1((k2t−1(n))). By observing that
k1t−1((h2n)) = k1t−1(’(h2)n) = k1’(h2)t−1(n)
and that
k1t−1((k2t−1(n))) = k1t−1(’(k2)(t−1(n))) = k1’(k2)(t−1 ◦ t−1)(n)
= k1’(k2)t−2(
2
n) = k1’(k2)us−1 (u−1 )n;
we obtain
(h1 + k1v)((h2 + k2)n)
=(h1h2 + k1’(k2)us−1 (u−1 ))n+ (h1k2 + k1’(h2))t
−1(n);
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i.e. the action deAned in (30) is RT(H)-linear. To complete the proof that Rib(H)
and Rep(RT(H)) are isomorphic categories is now trivial.
Since Rib(H) and Rep(RT(H)) are isomorphic, the ribbon crossed category structure
of Rep(RT(H)) induces a ribbon crossed category structure on Rib(H). This is the
structure described above. The only nontrivial point is to show that the tensor product
induced in Rib(H) is the same given in (27). Let (M1; t1) be the object in Rib(H)
and let (M2; t2) be the objects in Rib(H), with ; ∈ . An easy but long computation
shows that, for any m1 ∈M1 and m2 ∈M2, both M1⊗M2 (m1 ⊗ m2) and (t1 t2)(m1 ⊗
m2) are equal to (+():i*():jm1) ⊗ (’−1 (*(−1):i)+():jm2). As a consequence,
M1⊗M2 = t1 t2.
Let us prove that Rib(H) and N((Repf (H))
N ) are isomorphic. If (M; M ) is an ob-
ject in Rib(H), with ∈ , then, by Lemma 10.4, for any m∈M we have BM (−2m)=
u −2M (m), so that (M; M ) is an object in N((Repf (H))
N ). Conversely, if (M; t) is
an object in N((Repf (H))
N ), then, by Lemma 8.1, and Lemma 10.4 for any m∈M
we have t(
−2
m) = u −2M (m), i.e. (M; t) is an object in Rib(H). The rest follows
easily.
Since, by Theorem 10.1, N((Repf (H))
N ) is isomorphic to Repf (RT(H)), the bal-
anced crossed category N((Repf (H))
N ) has also a natural structure of ribbon crossed
category. In particular, when H is the quantum double of a Anite-type group coalgebra
H ′, this structure of a ribbon crossed category is the same induced by the isomor-
phism between Repf (RT( ID(H
′))) and D(Repf (H
′)), so that we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 10.5. If H ′ is a 4nite-type T-algebra, then Repf (RT( ID(H
′))) and
D(Repf (H
′)) are isomorphic as ribbon crossed categories.
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